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Akstraet--Elastic head waves, usually the first to appear on seismograms, have attracted attention i
elasticity and their dynamic characteristics have been studied for the past 70 years. The goal of this paper 
is to demonstrate th  emergence of electromagnetic head waves emitted from an impulsive line source near 
a plane boundary separating two half-spaces. The demonstration s achieved by developing a relevant 
closed form solution to wave equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A head wave in a plane stratified media is a pulsed radiation that, by travelling in high velocity 
layers, reaches an observation point before the arrival time of an associated reflected pulse or even 
before the direct pulse. Elastic head waves, for example, are of considerable importance in 
seismology and their dynamic characteristics have been studied for the past 70 years [1]. 
Electromagnetic head waves are known in the literature as pulsed lateral waves [2]. They are, 
however, virtually unheard of in most texts on electromagnetic heory. The reason is that only 
asymptotic behavior of electromagnetic head waves is known (e.g. Refs [3, 4]). 
The objective of the present article is to develop an algebraic, closed form expression for the 
response of an electromagnetic f eld to an impulsive line source near a plane boundary between 
two half-spaces, and to study the resulting head waves. The relative simplicity of the expression 
is shown to be useful for a detailed study of the emergence of electromagnetic head waves. 
Responses of layered electromagnetic media to impulsive sources are of interest; see, e.g. Refs [5, 6] 
and references therein. 
The exhibition of elastic head waves in the literature is achieved by means of the so-called 
Cagniard's method [7]. Electromagnetic head waves can also be studied by Cagniard's method. 
However, due to its simplicity, we select o employ the differential transform technique [8] for the 
study of the electromagnetic head wave. Since the method of the differential transform is not yet 
well-known, the method is elaborately explained and its relationship to the Laplace transform is 
demonstrated. 
2. THE D IFFERENTIAL  TRANSFORM 
The differential transform is a linear operator which is closely related to the inverse Laplace 
transform [8-12]. It is applied, in the present paper, to linear combinations of expressions having 
the form 
s"F(x, z; z)e -s''~x'':'), (1) 
where n is a non-negative integer, s is a symbol treated as a real parameter, z is a complex parameter 
and x and z are real variables. The function F and t* in form (1) are suitably differentiable, but 
are otherwise arbitrary. 
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The differential transform U of expression (1) is defined to be [11] 
U(s"F(x, z; z )e- '") = 07{F(x, z; "t *)'~*}, 
where 
(2) 
U Ox = Ox U, (3a) 
U 0, = 0s U. (3b) 
(b) The differential transform U "commutes" with a differentiation with respect to t according 
to the equation 
Us = 0, U. (4) 
(c) The differential transform of zero is zero, 
v{0} = v{0e -s'') = 0. (s) 
(d) If z* is a function of x, z and t, given implicitly by the equation 
= + + (6a) 
where ct, / /and ~ are differentiable functions of a real or complex variable and if, furthermore, 
0z * .~*= 
Ot 
is different from zero in the domain under consideration, then 
0 {F(z*)f*} = 0 {ct(z*)F(z*)f*}, (6b) 
0x 
0 {F(z*)~*} = 0 {~(z*)F(z*)f*}, (6c) 
where F is an arbitrary, differentiable function of a real or complex variable. The property in 
equations (6) is included in property (4) as a special case [10]. 
The fundamental properties of the differential transform U form the basis of the operational 
calculus of the differential transform. A typical application of the differential transform properties 
for the construction of solution to linear partial differential equations and linear boundary value 
problem follows. 
Let tp = F(x, z; z)e -~'* be a function satisfying the reduced Laplace equation: 
s 2 02 02 
V2¢ - ~ ~0 = 0, V 2 = ~ + 0z--- ~. (7) 
Then, by the properties of the differential transform, the image ~, = U(tp) of ¢ under the differential 
transform, 
~, = U(rp) = F(x, z; z*) t* ,  (8)  
(i) t *= t*(x, z; z), the determining function, is a suitably differentiable arbitrary 
function of its real or complex variables x and z and the inversion parameter 
"C. 
(ii) 3*= T*(x, z; t) is the inverse of the determining function t*(x, z; z). 
(iii) f * = 0z  * /03.  
Fundamental properties of the differential transform, some of which are shared with the inverse 
Laplace transform, are presented below. 
(a) The differential transform U commutes with differentiations with respect o x and z, 
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satisfies the wave equation 
since 
10:~O = O, (9) 






In the chain of equations (10) we have employed the differential transform properties (a), (b) and 
(c). 
Hence the differential transform takes a parametric solution, ~0, of the reduced wave equation 
(7) into a solution, q/, of wave equation (9). The parametric solution q~ in some examples i simpler 
than its image $ in the sense that ~0 involves two variables, x and z, which are separable while 
involves three non-separable variables x, z and t. We should note that the parameter,  appearing 
in the argument of q~ does not appear in reduced wave equation (7). Hence, any function of z is 
regarded as a constant with respect to equation (7) and the solution q~ to partial differential equation 
(7) can have the simple form q~ = F(z)e -~'', where t* is a linear combination of the variables x and 
z. A detailed example of this sort is considered in Section 4, and again, but with boundary 
conditions, in Section 5. 
3. A D IFFERENTIAL  TRANSFORM REPRESENTATION OF AN IMPULSE 
WAVE SOURCE AND ITS RELATION TO LAPLACE TRANSFORM 
A relationship between the differential transform representation a d the corresponding Laplace 
transform representation f a line source is demonstrated in this section, revealing the nature of 
a line source as a solution of an inhomogeneous wave equation, and the nature of the differential 
transform as a differential transform as a formal integral transform. 
Consider the inhomogeneous wave equation 
~x2+ Oz 2 c2 tp(x,z,t)=-6(x,z), (11) 
which, by means of Laplace transforms, is reduced to 
( O~ o2 s2) 
Oz 2 (o(x ,z ,s)= 
and further reduced to 
d s 2) 
+ 
where 6 is the delta function and where 
(12) 
and 
(o(x,z,s)= q~(x,z,t)e-'tdt (13) 
tp(~, z, s) = fo  ~(x, z, s)e -0 dx. (14) 
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Equation (12) can be written as 
-d-~z2-v ~ (~,z ,s )=-~(z ) ,  
where 
S 2 v2= _~2+_~. 
Equation (15), in turn, can be further reduced into an algebraic equation, 
C&~,  ~, s) - v~(~,  ~, ~) = - l, 
where 
&, 
~' ~) = Jo ~(¢' z, s)e -zq de.. 
The solution to equation (17) is 
1 
~(~,~,s)  = ~,_  v~. 
Inverting that solution using Bromwich's formula: 
1 f'~+~® e -Izlc e -'1~1 







where the Bromwich integral is evaluated by complex variable techniques. 
Applying again Bromwich's formula in order to invert equation (19) we get 
1 I ~+;~ e-'lzleex d~ (21) 
~(x 'z ' s )=~i  a~_~ 2----v-- " 




1 f"+'® exp(-s[x/1 - zelz I + ~lxl]/c) dr. (23) 
 /7-1 
The integrand in equation (23), 
1 exp(-s(~lx I + ~/1 - z2[zl)/c), (24) ~o0(x, z; ~) = 
is of the type discussed in Section 2, that is, ¢p0(x, z; x) = F(z)e-Se; and it satisfies the reduced plane 
wave equation 
s 2 
V2~o - ~ ~p = O. (25) 
According to the definition of the differential transform U in equation (2) and by equations 
(8)-(10), the function ~0 which is defined as 
~o = u ,po= ~exp( -s (~ lx l  + , f i  --~lzl)/c) , (26) 
satisfies the wave equation 
1 
V2q, - -~ 02, ~0 = -6 (x ,  z ). (27) 
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While ~00 of equation (26) represents a reduced plane wave, #0 represents a cylindrical pulse, as 
will be shown in the next section. The differential transform in equation (26), thus, takes a reduced 
plane wave into a cylindrical pulse emitted from a line source. 
The usefulness of the differential transform representation (26) for solving problems of pulse 
propagation in horizontally layered media is now evident: the differential transform translates a 
boundary value problem associated with a cylindrical pulse emitted from a line source into a more 
tractable boundary value problem associated with reduced plane waves. 
4. A D IFFERENTIAL  TRANSFORM REPRESENTATION OF AN IMPULSIVE 
WAVE SOURCE 
We have seen in Section 3 that the role of differential transform representations in solving 
boundary value problems is similar to that of integral transofrms and integral representations. 
These differential transform representations are useful when they lead to a separation of variables. 
Here we consider the differential transform representation that will be used in solving the boundary 
value problem of the present article. 
From equation (26) we have the differential transform representation 
@0 = u exp(-s( lxl + Ji---#lzl)lc), (28)  
where ~0 is a solution of the inhomogeneous wave equation (27). We will find in equation (36) below 
that it represents an impulsive line source of a propagating pulse. 
In order to evaluate the differential transform in equation (28), let us consider the determining 
function t*, 
ct* (x ,  z; ~) = zlx I + ~/1 -  21z I, (29) 
and its inverse z*(x, z; t). In (29) c is a real constant, z is a complex parameter, and x and z are 
real variables. The function ~* and t* are inverse to one another in the sense that 
and 
t * (x ,  z; z* (x ,  z; t)) = t 
T*(x, z; z, T)) = 
are identities over a domain of t, x, x and z. 
In order to find the inverse ~* of t* equation (29), one has to solve the equation 
ct = z' Ix [ + x/1 - ~*21zl (30) 
for the unknown z*. Equation (30) is obtained from equation (29) by removing the asterisk from 
t* and imposing it on z, thus providing an implicit definition of z* as a function of x, z and t. 
The solution ~* of equation (30), obtained by solving a quadratic equation, is 
z*(x, z; t )=  ctlx] + Izl c2t2 - -  r 2 = x 2 + z ~. (31)  
r 2 
the partial derivative with respect o t, ~* = 0z*/St, of which is 
. ,  1 1 (clxl  T- c=tlzl). (32)  
Equations (31) and (32) imply 
1 
"r .2 -- 1 = -~ [c2t2x2 + z2(r 2 -- c2t 2) +_ 2ctlxzlx/~- c2t 2 -- r 41 (33) 
C.A.M.W.A. 19/S---D 
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and 
f,2 = 1 c 2 
r4 r2 _ c2t2  [ -x2r  2 --I- c2t2x  2 - -  c2t2z 2 ~ 2ct lxz[v/~- c2t2]. (34) 
Hence, by equations (33) and (34) 
~* 1 
x/T .2 - 1 - x/t 2 -  r2/c 2" (35) 
According to the definition of the differential transform U in equation (2) and by equation (35) 
we have 
~o = U { ¢Po = __~1 exp(-s(Tlxl + x/1-z2[z[)/c)} = __x/~z*- 1 = x/t 2-1 r2/c2' (36) 
thus evaluating the differential transform in equation (26) and obtaining a solution, ~0, to wave 
equation (27). 
In equation (36) we see that the differential transform U translates the function 
1 
% = ~7~--= exp( -s (T lx l  + x/1 - ~lzl)/c) (37) 
x /~- -  1 
into the function 
or, equivalently, 
1 
~b o= ~/t2 _ r2/c 2, (38) 
U 1 
Re x/t2 _ r21 c2 = Re exp(-s(zlx[ + x/1 - (39) 
where Re assigns the real part of a complex valued expression. 
The function ~b 0on the 1.h.s. of equation (39) 
1 
Re ~b0(x, z; t) = Re x/t2 _ r2/c 2, t >>. 0, (40) 
represents an impulsive line source of a propagating pulse and satisfies wave equation (27). The 
function tp0 on the r.h.s, of equations (28) and (26), on the other hand, represents a reduced plane 
wave in which the variables x and z are separable, and it satisfies the reduced plane wave equation 
(25). 
5. THE DIFFERENTIAL  TRANSFORM OF A BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
AND ITS SOLUTION 
We have seen in equations (10) that due to its properties, the differential transform translates 
a solution of a reduced wave equation (7), into a solution of a corresponding wave equation (9). 
Similarly, the differential transform translates a solution of the reduced boundary value problem 
S 2 
V2~pl - c~ ~Pl = 0, 
S2 
V2~P2 - c-~ ~P2 = 0, 
z >0,  
z <0,  
tpn = tP2, z = 0, 
1 &Pl= 1 ~P2 
z = 0, (41) 
=t 3z ~2 az '  
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for real constants ,tt and ~2 and -~ < x < oo into a solution of the corresponding boundary value 
problem (42), 
1 
V2~//I - -  ~C"" ~ 02¢1 = - -~(X ,  I Z - -  hi), z > 0, 
1 
v~q,: - ~c-~ = o, z < o, 
~i = ~k2, z = O, 
1 0~11 1 01#2 
~l Oz o~2 Oz ' 
z = O, (42) 
Thus, the differential transform 
~, = U{~o},  (43)  
satisfies boundary value problem (42), where ep is the solution to problem (41). In order to solve 
equation (42) we will therefore first solve equation (41). 
To solve the boundary value problem in equations (41) let us consider the source function tp0, 
1 exp(-s(~lxl+~/l-~:lz-hl)lc), -oo<x <~,  ~Oo(X, z; ~) = (44) 
satisfying the first reduced wave equation in equations (4) and involving a parameter, ~. The source 
function tp0 represents a primary field, that is, an infinite space solution. 
For the primary field tp 0 we seek a secondary field, tp, for the reflected field and ~p, for the 
transmitted field, accounting for the presence of a plane boundary z = 0 separating two half-spaces. 
The solution to the boundary value problem (41) involving the primary field ~P0 of equation (44) 
turns out to be ep, 
f(p, =¢Po(X,Z;'r) + tPr(X,Z; ":), z >10 
~o(x,z;z) = tp2 tPt(X, Z; Z), z~<0' - ~ <x<°% (45) 
where tpr and (Pt are determined from the boundary conditions of equations (41). Subscripts r and 
t in equations (45) and henceforth denote a reflected and a transmitted field, respectively, while 
a subscript 0 assigns a primary field. 
The method for solving boundary value problem (41) associated with the reduced plane wave 
tp0 of equation (44) is standard: the solution tp has the form indicated in equations (45) where 
tpo(X, z; "r) = ao( 'c)exp(-s( ' r lx[  + x /~ - - hl) lc l) ,  Ao(T) = 1 
q,,(x, z; ,r) = a , (Oexp( -s ( ' c lx  I + x /1  - "r2(z + h))lc,) (46) 
opt(x, z; z) = A2(Qexp(-s(z  Ixl - W~ ,~ - , : z  + U1 - ~ h)lc,) ,  
where c~ and c~ are the respective velocities of electromagnetic waves in the upper and in the lower 
half-spaces of equations (41), where y is the index of refraction y = cue2, and where A, (~) and As(r) 
are determined from the boundary conditions in equations (41). 
One should note that tpr and ~0t are chosen in equations (46) in such a way that on the boundary 
z = 0 they are both identical to tp0 apart from a multiplicative constant. One should also note that 
the functions Ak(~), k = 0, 1, 2, are regarded as constant with respect o boundary value problem 
(41) since they involve a parameter, T, that does not appear in problem (41). 
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Upon substituting equations (45) and (46) in the boundary conditions of problem (41) for z = 0, 
one obtains a set of two linear, algebraic equations for the two unknowns At(u) and A2(t), the 
solution of which is 
2 1 
~x:x/1 -- z 2 + ~xt/~2 __ z2 V ~ '  
A:(z) = 2~x2x/1 - z~ 1 (47) 
A solution ~p to boundary value problem (41) associated with the reduced plane wave ~P0, is thus 
given by equations (45)-(47). 
The solution U{cp } to equations (42) as well as the solution cp to problem (41) is complex valued 
the real part of which is of interest o us. We thus consider the solution ¢, 
= Re U{~p}, (48) 
of boundary value problem (42), where ~0 is the solution to the reduced boundary value problem 
(41), defined by equations (45)-(47). From equation (45) and the linearity of the differential 
transform U we have 
{~'l = Re U{~pl} = Re U{~p0} + Re U{~pr}, z i> 0 
¢ =Re U{~p} = ~b2=Re U{¢p2} =Re U{cp,}, z ~<0' -oo  <x  < oo, (49) 
where ¢P0, ~Pr and (Pt are given in equation (46). 
It is clear that the solution g,, equations (49), to boundary value problem (42) is associated with 
the source function ~b 0of equation (40), with c = cl and r02 = x 2 + (z - h) 2, i.e. 
I 
$0=Re U{~p0} =Re--t2-x/ 2 2" (50) 
ro/cl 
Hence, by means of equation (50), the solution (49) can be written as 
= ¢,0 + ¢,,, z>0 
I// [¢2=1//t, z<0 '  -- ~ <x <o9, (51) 
where 
~r = Re U{(pr } 
g't = Re e{(Pt }. (52) 
For the evaluation of $ of equation (51) we now have to evaluate the differential transform of 
~Pr and ~Pt of equations (52), where ¢Pr and ~Pt are given in equations (46). 
By the second equation in equations (46) and definition (2) of the differential transform, 
U{c, pr = h I (z)exp(-- st*)} = A, (z*)'t*, (53) 
where 
Cl t*(x, z; z) = ztx I + V/1 - z2(z + h). (54) 
The function z* in equation (53) is the inverse of t* of equation (54), obtained by solving the 
equation 




Equation (55) is obtained from equation (54) by removing the asterisk from t* and imposing 
it on z. 
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The solution of equation (55) for the unknown z* is similar to that of equation (30) for the 
unknown T* and it is thus given by 




T*(x ,z ;  t )=  r~ ~ (c'lxlJ~'-:'t~w- c~'(z + h)), (57) 
and the evaluation of equation (53) is complete. 
Similarly, by the third equation in equations (46) and the definition of the differential transform, 
where 
U{rpt = A2(T )exp(- -st*  )} = A2(z*t )'t*, (58)  
C 1 t*(x,  Z; Z) = Z]X I -- X/T 2 -- ZZZ + X/1 -- T2h. (59) 
The function T* in equation (58) is the inverse of t* of equation (59), obtained by solving the 
equation 




Equation (60) is obtained from equation (59) by removing the asterisk from t* and imposing 
it on x. 
The solution of equation (55) for the unknown z* is obtained in equation (56) by solving a 
corresponding quadratic equation. For solving equation (60) for the unknown ~*. however, one 
must solve an appropriate quartic equation. The quartic equation for the unknown ~*, obtained 
by squaring equation (60), is 
0~0"[ t ~4 + 61 T? 3 "JI- (X2T~ 2 + 0~3"C t*+ ~4 = 0, (61) 
where the coefficients are given by 
2 2 ~0= r0r l ,  
~, = -4c ,  t lx l (x  2 + z 2 + h~), 
°~z = 4c~ t2x2 + 2( x2 + z2 + h2)(c~ t2 - ? 2z2 - h2) + 4h2z2( 1+ 7:), 
ct 3 = -4c ,  t lx[(c~ t 2 - -  y2g2 - -  h2), 
~5 = (c t zt 2 _ [Tz - h]2) (c21 t2 _ D,z + h]2). (62) 
6. CONDITION FOR EXISTENCE OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC 
HEAD WAVES 
We have seen in the previous section that the solution to boundary value problems (42), 
x / t2 - - rg /c  2' 
r~ = x 2 + (z - h )  :, 
:g,0+ReAl(x*)¢t*, zt>0 
~0=[ReA2(~,)~,,  z~<0' -~<x<oo.  (63) 
associated with the line source 
~,o(X, z ;  t)  = Re 
is given by 
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The functions A~ and A2 are given in equations (47), and their respective arguments ~* and z* 
are defined explicitly by equation (56) and implicitly by equations (61) and (62). An explicit 
definition for z* is too involved and will not be presented. 
As being involved with multiple valued functions z* and z*, the solution ~b of equation (63) is 
not unique. However, the solution ~b becomes unique under the requirement that the transmitted 
field in the lower half-space z ~< 0 must introduce no new sources into the medium. The only source 
allowed is that due to the line source ~k 0. A unique reflected field in the upper half-space, z > 0, 
is singled out by the following consideration. 
Equation (56), 
Vr*(X, Z; t) = C, tlx I +_ (Z + h)x/7~ -- c : t  = 
r~ ' (64) 
was obtained in the previous section by solving equation (54), 
c, t = ~* Ix[ + , /1  - ~*2(z + h), (65) 
for the unknown z*. For t = 0, equations (64) and (65) reduce to 
(z +h)  
* (x, z, O) = + - -  (66) 
rl 
0 = ~* Ixl +` /1  - ~W=(z Jr h), (67) 
demonstrating that the sign that should be selected in equation (66) and, hence, in equation (64) 
is the negative one. Therefore for z/> 0, solution (63) takes a simple form since Zr* has a simple 
explicit expression, equation (64). It is this part of the solution that clearly exhibits the emergence 
of electromagnetic head waves and will, therefore, expose it here in full, and analyze it. 
By equation (63), the solution ~ of boundary value problem (42), associated with the line source 
g'0 of equation (50), in the upper half-space z/> 0 takes the form 
where 
and where 
1 <xzx/1 -- z*2 - ~, x /~- -  z .2 1 
= + Re (68) ~k(x ,z ; t )  Rex / t2r~/c2  ~2`/1 _ z.2 + ~.x /~_  r.2 ~ , 
z* (x ,  z; t) = c, tlx I - (z + h)x /~, -  cZt 2 
r~ ' (69) 
CI 
~, = --,  r2o = X2 + (z - h ) 2, r~ = xZ + (z + h ) 2. 
C2 
The expression $ of equation (68) involves two terms representing the primary field, 
and a secondary field, 
Re~'- 2 1 2 2"~' r°2= x2 +(z -h )2 '  (70) 
t , / t  - ro/o, J  
1 } r 2 x 2+(z+h)  2. (71) 
Re A ` / t2  r~lc~ ' 
The secondary field is thus the image of the source O0 multiplied by an amplitude A given by 
~J1-~,.'-~,`/l-~,.~ 
A = ~2`/1 - "r .2 + g, ` /1 - "r .2" (72) 
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Fig. 1. The response of a potential field ~k of an electromagnetic field, to an impulsive line source near 
the plane interface between two half-spaces. Graphs of the potential field at some observation point 
(x = z = 3, h = 1, c] = 3 units) for differential values of ? = c I /c  2 are depicted. (a) 7 = 0.2: the head wave 
(the arrival time of which is denoted by H) precedes the direct pulse (the arrival time of which is denoted 
by D); (b) ? = 0.4: an increase in 7 results in a delay in the arrival time of the head wave; (c) y = 0.6: 
the head wave follows the direct pulse and precedes the reflected pulse (the arrival time of  which is denoted 
by R); (d) ? = 1.2: no head wave for ? > 1. The arrival times indicated by H, D and R were calculated 
using ray theory. The arrival time of the direct pulse is to/C~, the arrival of  the reflected pulse is tr = r t / c t  
and the arrival time of the head wave is th given by equation (73). 
The ampl i tude  A effects the behavior of the source image when it is not real. This effect produces 
a head wave when the amplitude A ceases to be real for some t < r t/cl, i.e. at time th given by the 
equation 
th = 1 [ lxl + J1  - + h)], (73) 
th being the arrival time of the head wave .  It can  thus  read i ly  be shown that no head wave  occurs 
when 7 > 1, as expected from the physical situation. A graphical illustration of head waves  is 
presented  in Fig. 1. 
7. SUBSTITUTION 
The solution and the method of obtaining it may both be c lar i f ied  by demonstrating by 
substitution that the solution ~, equations (63), satisfies equations (42). Confirming directly the 
validity of our solution (63), the substitution is useful for those readers who are unfamiliar with 
the method of the differential transform. 
Although a straightforward substitution is possible, nevertheless, one is soon overwhelmed by 
the a lgebra  invo lved .  Therefore, the substitution is performed by employing property (d) of the 
differential transform in Section 2. 
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As an example, let us confirm that the term 
A, ("r*)'~ r*, (74) 
appearing in equations (63), satisfies the first wave equation in equations (42). By the implicit 
definition (55) of T*, and by property (d) of the differential transform, we have 
02 O f l  ,2 } 
{A, } = A, , 
~z: (A, (v*)'~* } =~-~ (1 - v*~)A,(z*)¢ *
and, hence, 
1 027 } 
0 2 0 2 ff~ ~2t2j{A 1(T r, ),~ r, } 0 2 ~ 1 "Cr .2 
2 6, 
-~5 25( ~.2+ 1-- -- 1)A,(z*)#* =0,  (75) 
as expected. We should note that the considerations in equations (75) are independent of the specific 
form of the function A~, Indeed, A (¢*)f* satisfies the first wave equation in equations (42) for any 
twice differentiable function A of a single variable. 
The substitution of the solution in the boundary conditions is carried out similarly, noting that 
the distinct function T*, ~* and T* are all identically equal on the boundary z = 0. This follows 
from the fact that ~*, Tr* and ~* are defined implicitly by the three determining functions in 
equations (46), all of which are identically equal when z = 0. 
8. THE TM AND TE POLARIZED ELECTROMAGNETIC  F IELDS DERIVED 
FROM THE POTENTIAL  OF A LINE SOURCE NEAR AN INTERFACE 
Substitutions by means of property (d) of the differential transform, Section 2, are now applied 
to establish the presentation of the expression 
~k = F(z*)f *, (76) 
as the potential of an electromagnetic f eld, where ~ *(x, z; t) is defined by equations (6) and where 
the function F is suitably differentiable but is otherwise arbitrary. We seek a vector E such that 
¢-~- = J, (77) 
¢ being a constant. On first glance it seems that the evaluation of E involves integration with respect 
to t. However, by property (d) in Section 2 we have 
dE d 
E O---t- = - Ot [ -  fl ("r*)F(T*)e*, O, ot (z*)F(z*)"~*], (78) 
and hence 
E = 1 [8 (¢ *)F(z *)f *, 0, g (z *)F(x *)i *], (79) 
£ 
in which the common operational factor d/dt is eliminated. 
Hence, the potential ~ of equation (76) gives rise to (i) a TM polarization in which the 
electromagnetic field is given by the equations 
H = [0, ¢,,01 
E =-1 [fl(z*)F(z*)'~*, 0, - ot(z*)F(z*)~*]; (80) 
E 
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and (ii) a TE polarization in which the electromagnetic field is given by the equations 
E = [0, ~,01 
H =-1 [ - f l (z*)F(z*) '~*,  O, ~(x*)F(z*)f*]. (81) 
# 
In particular, electromagnetic pulse propagation ear the interface between two layers can be 
obtained by selecting the function F(~*)f* of  equations (76)-(81) to be the one in equation (68). 
The emergence of  electromagnetic waves for the electromagnetic fields in equations (80) and (81) 
follows from the behavior of  the function ~k of  equation (68). 
Equation (68) was obtained by solving the boundary value problem in equations (42) where 
~ = E~ and ~2 = E2 for TM polarized electromagnetic waves, E, (k = 1, 2) being the dielectric 
constant of  the kth  medium; and ~ = ~2 = 1 for TM polarized electromagnetic waves. 
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